
Grammar is a way of thinking about language. 

We will think about language in 4 ways: 

1. Parts of speech 

The 8 kinds of words  

2. Parts of the sentence: 

The parts of ideas 

3. phrases: 

Little groups of words 

4. clauses: 

Making simple or complicated ideas with subjects and 

predicates 

BELLWORK: In your grammar section of your binder, title your notes  

“Parts of Speech – Level 1 Analysis” 

 and then begin writing down these notes. You will have multiple pages for parts of 

speech notes; therefore number your pages in order. 



1. Parts of Speech 

There are only eight kinds of words! That is all. 

These eight kinds of words are called the Eight Parts of Speech. 

Noun 

Pronoun 

Adjective 

Verb 

Adverb 

Preposition 

Conjunction 

Interjection 

There are really only TWO main kinds of words, and the other six kinds of 

words help them do things. Each sentence is simply a verb about a noun 



N SUBJECT V PREDICATE 

Pron 

Adj Adv 

Prep Conj 

Interj 

EVERY sentence has a noun and a verb about it. No other part of speech is in 

EVERY sentence. 



NOUNS 

• Nouns name things.  

• The word noun comes from the Latin nomen, 
meaning name. 

• Proper nouns, like Madagascar, Titanic, and 
Bombay, are capitalized. 

• Common nouns, like fuel, dishes, foam, and 
horizon, are not capitalized. 

• A noun naming one thing, like rail, tide, 
smokestack, buoy, or quay, is singular 

• A noun naming more than one thing, like snails, 
shores, cultures, ports, or songs, is plural 



PRONOUNS 

Pronouns are quick words, speedy shortcuts 

we use, when we don’t want to repeat a long 

noun. Instead of saying  

Louisa May Alcott 
We can just say, she. 

Pronouns make language fast! 

The word pronoun means “for the noun.” 

Antecedent: (ante=before + cede=go) this is 

the noun that goes before the pronoun; it is 

the noun the pronoun replaces.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject and object pronouns are used for 

different things, in different places. 

You MUST memorize these two groups of 

pronouns.  

SUBJECT  

Pronouns 

 

I  you  he  she  it  

we  they 

OBJECT  

Pronouns 

 

me   you   him   her   

It   us     them 



We use DEMONSTRATIVE pronouns to 

demonstrate: 

this   that    these   those 
 

We use POSSESSIVE pronouns to show 

possession: 

mine  yours   his   hers   its*   our    theirs 
 

We use INTERROGATIVE pronouns to 

interrogate: 

who   whose    whom   which    what 
*The word its is a possessive pronoun; it’s is a contraction of it is. 

The bee found its hive; it’s a good thing, too. 



Underline the nouns and pronouns in the following 

sentences 

1. One purple morning in San Juan Harbor, 

there was a tugboat, the G.W. Seagle, 

splashing through the water toward the 

sea. 

2. The sea glowed and shone in the salty 

wind, and the pelicans dove for breakfast. 

3. Soon they would see each other, and he 

would signal him that he should bring his 

boat alongside his boat. 



Answers 

1. One purple morning in San Juan Harbor, 

there was a tugboat, the G.W. Seagle, 

splashing through the water toward the 

sea. 

2. The sea glowed and shone in the salty 

wind, and the pelicans dove for breakfast. 

3. Soon they would see each other, and he 

would signal him that he should bring his 

boat alongside his boat. 

 



Adjectives 
With adjectives we can use one noun to 

refer to hundreds of specific things. 

Adjectives let us modify nouns. To modify 

a thing is to adjust it or to change it. 

Adjectives are always with nouns or 

pronouns 

Examples: cresting waves, foaming waves, 

towering waves, dark waves 

Adjectives also modify pronouns:  

She is adventurous. He is sunburned. It is 

stormy. It is vast. 



Articles 

The three adjectives 

The, a, and an 

are called articles. 

The adjective the is the definite article, 

and the adjectives a and an are called 

indefinite articles. 

the freighter   a freighter   

an old freighter 



In these sentences write the sentence in pen then, in 

pencil, write N under each noun, adj under each adjective, 

and pron under each pronoun. Skip lines! 

1. It was a quiet harbor. 

2. He was the captain. 

3. Fast ships tied up to the dock. 

4. The sea had many moods, he thought. 

5. A red glow suffused the whole horizon. 

6. Two old freighters and a new frigate 

sailed away. 

7. They were glad to bring the great ship 

into port. 



Answers 

1.  It was a quiet harbor. 
 pron         adj    adj         noun 

2.  He was the captain. 
 pron               adj         noun 

3.  Fast ships tied up to the dock. 
    adj       noun                                adj      noun 

4.  The sea had many moods, he thought. 
   adj     noun                 adj              noun       pron 

5.  A red glow suffused the whole horizon. 
 adj  adj    noun                              adj       adj              noun 



Answers (Cont.) 

6. Two old freighters and a new frigate 
         adj      adj        noun                        adj   adj          noun 

  sailed away. 

7. They were glad to bring the great ship into 
   pron                                                      adj        adj      noun 

  port. 
    noun 

  

 



Noun Systems 
Adjectives and pronouns always work with 

nouns. They make a  

NOUN SYSTEM 

that lets us name everything easily. 

The noun is the main thing. 

Nouns name things, 

Pronouns replace nouns, 

and adjectives modify nouns or pronouns! 

In some form, this noun system is part of 

every sentence. 



We can use our noun system, nouns or 

pronouns with adjectives, to say what we 

are talking about! 

See the noun system at work on the left side 

below: 

A smoke plume     trailed off to the south. 

The old engine      leaked oil. 

The lifeboat           swung above the deck. 

He                           stood placidly. 

They                       sailed through the bay. 



Every one of our ideas, every sentence, 

Has two sides: 

what it’s about   what we’re saying 

     about it 

See the two sides of this sentence? 

what it’s about  what we’re saying 

The lifeboat   swung above the 

     deck. 



Verbs 

When we say something about a noun or 

pronoun, we always use a special kind of 

word, called a verb. 

Every sentence has a verb! 

 

The verb is so important, it is the only part of 

speech that can be found in every single 

sentence. 

 



Verbs (Cont.) 

The verb is about the noun or pronoun, and 

it says that the noun or pronoun  

DOES something or IS something 

DOES 

or 

IS. 

 

Ahab struck the mast. 

Ahab was silent. 



ACTION VERBS 

Most verbs are action verbs. They show the 

noun or pronoun doing something. 

 

The oil tanker approached the pier. 

She sailed toward the marina. 

Mona secured the line to the clete. 

The quiet river flowed past the busy city. 

 

Why are these called action verbs? 

 



LINKING VERBS 

But not all verbs are action verbs. Some 

verbs are linking verbs. A linking verb is 

like IS. It says the subject IS something. 

Montevideo IS a coastal city in Uruguay. 

With a linking verb, the subject isn’t doing 

something to something else. Now the 

subject IS the other thing! 

Montevideo is a coastal city. 



LINKING VERBS (cont.) 
If we say, 

“John Silver is a pirate” 

Then John Silver and pirate are the same person! 

This is not like 

John Silver saw a pirate. 

In math, we say that 2 + 2 = 4. This is an equation, 

since each side of the equals sign equals the 

other. A linking verb is like an equation. It is like 

an equals sign. 

John is a pirate 

John = pirate 

Action verbs aren’t like that 



Know your linking verbs 

If you memorize the linking verbs, you will always know 

when you see one. 
be  shall be   can be    

being will be   may be   

am  have been  might be   

are  has been  must be  

is  had been  should be  

was shall have been  would be 

were will have been  could be 

 

Some linking verbs sound like action verbs: 
appear         feel          look        seem         sound  taste 

become        grow         remain       smell         stay  turn 

Memorize them so you know they are linking verbs. 
 



Verb Tense 
Our sentences recall the past, express the moment we live 

in, and explore what the future will bring. This is called 

verb tense. There are six verb tenses: three regular 

tenses and three perfect tenses that use to have helping 

verbs. 

Present tense:  Present perfect tense: 

Sally hoists the sail. Sally has hoisted the sail. 

Past tense:   Past perfect tense: 

Sally hoisted the sail. Sally had hoisted the sail. 

Future tense:   Future perfect tense: 

Sally will hoist the sail. Sally will have hoisted the sail. 



Verb Agreement 
Nouns can be singular or plural and so can verbs. If you use a singular 

noun, you must use a singular verb, and if you use a plural noun, 

you must use a plural verb. 

 The boat is at anchor in the cove. 

 The boats are at anchor in the cove. 

 The boat was at anchor in the cove. 

 The boats were at anchor in the cove. 

Notice that nouns often make their plurals by adding an s, but verbs 

don’t. 

Why is this important? Because each sentence must be either about 

one thing or about more than one thing, and if the noun is singular 

but the verb is plural, then we can not tell! The number must show. 

Future verb tenses, however, do not have singular or plural forms: 

 The boat will be at anchor in the cove. 

 The boats will be at anchor in the cove. 

In the future tense the verb is the same no matter how many there are. 



Adverbs 

An adverb is a word that modifies a verb, or 

an adjective, or another adverb: 
Verb:    The ship moved slowly to the pier. 

Adjective: The very fast boat sped away. 

Adverb: The sun set so quickly. 

Many adverbs end in LY 
loudly, noisily, hungrily, tremulously, suddenly, palpably, 

hurriedly, happily 

Other adverbs do not end in LY 
high, well, aside, again, aloud, away 



In these sentences write N under each noun, adj under 

each adjective, pron under each pronoun, adv under each 

adverb, and V under each verb. 

1. The light breeze gradually increased. 

2. The rusty freighter has many portholes. 

3. The grizzled captain stared hesitantly. 

4. She brushed the red paint on the hull. 

5. Three frieghters moved silently out of the port. 

6. The waves undulated very gently on the azure surface. 

7. The crafty seaman snuck quietly behind the blue door. 

8. The summer storm rose from the sea. 

9. A serene silence filled the fishing grounds. 

10. The crazy Ahab glared furiously at the white whale. 



Answers 

1. The light breeze gradually increased. 

   adj    adj      N              adv              V  

2.   The rusty freighter has many portholes. 

   adj   adj          N           V      adj          N 

3. The grizzled captain stared hesitantly. 

    adj      adj             N          V              adv 

4. She brushed the red paint on the hull. 

  pron       V         adj  adj     N            adj    N 

5. Three frieghters moved silently out of the port. 

    adj           N                V          adv                   adj   N 

6. The waves undulated very gently on the azure surface 

   adj       N             V            adv     adv           adj      adj          N 



Answers (Cont.) 

7. The crafty seaman snuck quietly behind the blue door. 

  adj     adj           N             V         adv                   adj    adj     N 

8. The summer storm rose from the sea. 

   adj       adj          N         V                adj   N 

9. A serene silence filled the fishing grounds. 

 adj  adj            N           V     adj     adj            N 

10. The crazy Ahab glared furiously at the white whale. 

  adj      adj       N          V            adv            adj     adj       N 

 



CONJUNCTIONS 

con – together, junct join 

A conjunction joins two words or two groups of words 

together, and there are several different kinds of 

conjunctions. 

There are seven COORDINATING conjunctions: 

and but or nor for so yet 

Coordinating conjunctions can join 

Two nouns:          Roberto and Eduardo paddled furtively. 

Two verbs:            We navigated or read. 

Two adjectives:     It was rusty and slow. 

Two adverbs:        She steered carefully but well. 

Two pronouns:      She and I moored the boat. 

Two groups:          It was at the dock and near the marina.   

Two groups:  I painted, but Emma raised the sail.     



SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS 
sub means under, and the subordinating conjunctions join 

a main group of words to a subordinate group of words. 

The cruise ship docked        after the storm abated. 
-----main group of words-----                ----subordinate group of words--- 

Since the marina isn’t open, we will wait. 
---subordinate group of words---- --main group of words— 

 

 

Common Subordinating Conjunctions: 

after  in order that though  which         

although once  unless  while          

as    provided that until  who         

because since  what  whom 

before  so that  when  whose 

how  than  where  why 

if   that  whether   



For each sentence, write down what part of speech the two words are 

that the coordinating conjunction joins. 

1. The seawall was soggy and green. _______ 

2. Jane sailed and swam all summer. _______ 

3. He and she ate at the marina. _______ 

4. O’Connor painted hurriedly and messily. _______ 

5. The rain and wind continued all night long. _______ 

6. The ship was rusty but sound. _______ 

7. Seagulls landed and walked across the beach. ______ 

8. They built the tanker to stand wind and wave. _______ 

9. There were freighter and cruisers at the dock. ______ 

10. The sea was gray and cold, with foaming crests. ____ 



Answers 

1. adjectives 

2. verbs 

3. pronouns 

4. adverbs 

5. nouns 

6. adjectives 

7. verbs 

8. nouns 

9. nouns 

10.adjectives 



PREPOSITIONS 

pre – before, pos – put 

Prepositions begin little word groups called 
prepositional phrases. Prepositions show how 

two things are related to one another in TIME or 
SPACE or DIRECTION 

SPACE: 

The smokestack is above the cabin. 

TIME: 

The bell clanged after the foghorn. 

DIRECTION: 

The steamer moved toward Burundi. 



PREPOSITIONS (CONT.) 

Each preposition begins a little word group. The 

preposition is always first. That is why these 

words are called prepositions because they are 

in the PRE position of the group. This group is 

called a prepositional phrase. 

Prep Adj N 



PREPOSITIONS (CONT.) 

The SOS signal was intended for him. 

The preposition is in the PRE position, and the noun or pronoun at the 

end is called the object of the preposition, so him is an object 

pronoun. 

What the preposition does is it shows the relationship between its 

object (the object of the preposition) and some other word in the 

sentence 

the man on the bridge 

On shows the relationship between its object bridge and the noun man.  

The prepositional phrase is a modifier; it acts like a big adjective of a 

big adverb, depending on what it modifies: 

AJD:  The ship at the dock is Malaysian. 

ADV:  The engineer went down the stairs. 

 

When a prepositional phrase acts like an adjective and modifies a noun 

or pronoun, the phrase comes right after what it modifies. 



INTERJECTION 

 inter – between,  ject – throw 

An interjection is an emotion word. It doesn’t do anything 

to other words, like other parts of speech do. It doesn’t 

modify anything, or show a relationship, or take the place 

of a noun, or join together. It just shows emotion. That’s 

why it’s called an interjection, because it is just thrown 

(ject) in between (inter) the other words with nothing 

grammatical to do. 

wow yikes oh gosh yes no 

 

Wow, what a long ship the Thomas W. Lamont was! 

Yes, it was built in 1930. 

Well, in 1987 it was sold for scrap, yikes! 



The Eight Parts of Speech 

1. The noun names things: boat, wind, wave, idea, Anna. 

2. The pronoun replaces the noun: it, he, she. 

3. The adjective modifies either a noun or pronoun: 

rusty, wavy, blue. 

4. The verb shows action or links: sailed, is. 

5. The adverb modifies the verb: quickly, suddenly, then. 

6. The conjunction joins: and, but, if, as. 

7. The preposition shows relationships: under, before, 

after, from. 

8. The interjection shows emotion: yes, no, wow, oops. 

 



Important Parts of Speech Points 

1. It is typical for a preposition to be followed by an adjective or two, 

and then a noun. This is a very frequent pattern. 

2. All of the parts of speech occur frequently. Since there are only 

eight kinds of words, we use the very same parts of speech over 

and over, in every sentence. There is always a verb, and it is often 

modified by an adverb. There is usually a noun, and it is often 

modified by an adjective, especially an article. We use lots of 

prepositions and conjunctions. 

3. If you are uncertain about what part of speech a word is, you can 

usually narrow your choice to two or three alternatives, and then a 

good dictionary can be a big help. 

4. Even teachers have to stop and think sometimes when looking at a 

word. It is all right not to know everything every time. 

5. The main point is that the parts of speech make a simple system: 

nouns replaced by pronouns and modified by adjectives, verbs 

modified by adverbs, conjunctions joining, prepositions relating, 

and interjections emoting. 



Write the part of speech for every word in the following sentence. 

Sentence In    the    north    Atlantic,    the    winter    storm    raged, 

Part of Speech 

Sentence and    black    waves    broke    on    the    cold    steel     

Part of Speech 

Sentence decks,    but    the    old    ship    rolled    and     rose    to 

Part of Speech 

Sentence the     top    of     the    next     peak,     and     down    in  

Part of Speech 

Sentence their    cabins    the    crew    was    warm    and    waiting    

Part of Speech 

Sentence for    three     days    in    Hamburg. 

Part of Speech 



Answers 

Sentence In    the    north    Atlantic,    the    winter    storm    raged, 

Part of Speech prep  adj         adj            N              adj         adj            N              V 

Sentence and    black    waves    broke    on    the    cold    steel     

Part of Speech conj        adj             N              V         prep    adj        adj         adj 

Sentence decks,    but    the    old    ship    rolled    and     rose    to 

Part of Speech     N           conj     adj       adj       N             V          conj        V        prep    

Sentence the     top    of     the    next     peak,     and     down    in  

Part of Speech adj         N      prep    adj        adj           N            conj         adv       prep  

Sentence their    cabins    the    crew    was    warm    and    waiting    

Part of Speech  adj           N          adj         N           V          adj         conj          adj 

Sentence for    three     days    in    Hamburg. 

Part of Speech prep     adj             N        prep       N 



More Practice Sentences 
Sentence:               My     sister-in-law     and     my     mother     once     studied 

Parts of speech 

Sentence:              with     the     professor.     

Parts of speech 

Sentence:               Beams      of     light     danced     on     the     water.  

Parts of speech 

Sentence:               Actually,    good      ideas     cost     more     than     a     dime. 
Parts of speech 

Sentence:               A     familiar      voice     broke     through     the     darkness 
Parts of speech 

Sentence:               and      called     to      Mr.  Clark 
Parts of speech 



More Practice Sentences--Answers 
Sentence:               My     sister-in-law     and     my     mother     once     studied 

Parts of speech       pron           N                conj     pron         N             adv            V       

Sentence:              with     the     professor.     

Parts of speech     prep    adj            N 

Sentence:               Beams      of     light     danced     on     the     water.  

Parts of speech           N           prep      N             V          prep    adj         N 

Sentence:               Actually,    good      ideas     cost     more     than     a     dime. 

Parts of speech          adv           adj             N           V          adv         adv     adj      N 

Sentence:               A     familiar      voice     broke     through     the     darkness 

Parts of speech     adj        adj              N            V             prep          adj            N 

Sentence:               and      called     to      Mr.  Clark 

Parts of speech      conj          V         prep     N        N 


